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**VICTORY IS OURS**

For S.A.T.B. Choir and Piano, with opt. Children's Choir, Handbells*, and Congregation

Prayer by Desmond Tutu*
Romans 8:35, 37-39

David Schwoebel

Dreamy ($J = 72$)

**CHOIR**

\[\text{SA unison (+opt. children's choir)}\] \[mp\]

Goodness is stronger than evil; Love is stronger than hate;

**PIANO**

(pedal harmonically)

Light is stronger than darkness; Life is stronger than

*pComplete Handbell Part and Conductor's Full Score available separately. BG2551B.

Text © Copyright 1995 Desmond Tutu. Used by permission of Lynn C. Franklin Associates, Ltd.

Music © Copyright 2010 Fred Bock Music Company. All rights reserved. Made in U.S.A.
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